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Abstract : 

We image the Moho discontinuity and deep crustal layers by applying the Reverse Time Migration (RTM) 
method to wide-angle seismic (WAS) data that were acquired along two different profiles in NW and SE 
offshore Brazil, where the spacing between OBS is 12.5 km and 150 m between shots. The application of 
this method is quite uncommon to ocean bottom seismometers (OBS) data due to the OBS wide spacing 
deployment and low folds.  

We analyze the effectiveness of the RTM method when applied to the reflectivity of the WAS data. We 
imaged the structures by cross-correlating the forward and backward wavefields given by the acoustic 
seismic equation. This allowed us to use each interface crossed by a ray as both a source and a receiver. 
The velocity models used to perform RTM were previously obtained by applying a procedure of two-
dimensional forward ray-tracing followed by a damped least-squares travel time inversion. The results 
obtained have an unexpected large contribution from the wavefield traveling as refractions within the Earth 
and, because of that, we can talk about recovering refractors from the RTM results. We obtained strong 
and continuous refractors for depths of 7–15 km that correspond to the basement and the Moho 
discontinuity. As we move landwards, the refractors that correspond to the Moho discontinuity disappear 
due to the deepening of the surface. Finally, we investigate how the slight change on the velocity model 
influences the result of the RTM method. The obtained results are promising for a wide range of 
applications at a crustal scale seismic exploration, with wide-angle seismic data. 
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► Reverse time migration method with offshore Wide-Angle seismic. ► Imaging of deep structures as 
Moho discontinuity and basement of the basin. with reverse time migration method. ► Essential 
contribution of the refracted wave-field that allow to image the deep structures. ► Effectiveness of the 
reverse time migration method for wide angle data. ► Essential contribution in the absence of high 
resolution seismic data, since it is possible to image the deep structures without loosing the imaging of 
the shallow ones. 

 

Keywords : Wide-Angle Seismic data, Reverse Time migration, Offshore Brazil, Refraction imaging, 
Deep crustal structures 
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Abstract 20 

 21 

 We image the Moho discontinuity and deep crustal layers by applying the Reverse Time 22 

Migration (RTM) method to wide-angle seismic (WAS) data that were acquired along two different 23 

profiles in NW and SE offshore Brazil, where the spacing between OBS is 12.5 km and 150 m 24 

between shots. The application of this method is quite uncommon to ocean bottom seismometers 25 

(OBS) data due to the OBS wide spacing deployment and low folds.   26 

We analyze the effectiveness of the RTM method when applied to the reflectivity of the WAS data. 27 

We imaged the structures by cross-correlating the forward and backward wavefields given by the 28 

acoustic seismic equation. This allowed us to use each interface crossed by a ray as both a source 29 

and a receiver. The velocity models used to perform RTM were previously obtained by applying a 30 

procedure of two-dimensional forward ray-tracing followed by a damped least-squares travel time 31 

inversion. The results obtained have an unexpected large contribution from the wavefield traveling 32 

as refractions within the Earth and, because of that, we can talk about recovering refractors from the 33 

RTM results. We obtained strong and continuous refractors for depths of 7 to 15 km that correspond 34 

to the basement and the Moho discontinuity. As we move landwards, the refractors that correspond 35 

to the Moho discontinuity disappear due to the deepening of the surface. Finally, we investigate 36 

how the slight change on the velocity model influences the result of the RTM method. The obtained 37 

results are promising for a wide range of applications at a crustal scale seismic exploration, with 38 

wide-angle seismic data. 39 
 40 

Keywords: Wide-Angle Seismic data, Reverse Time migration, Offshore Brazil, Refraction 41 

imaging, Deep crustal structures  42 

 43 

1. Introduction 44 

 45 

 The Reverse Time Migration method (RTM) was first developed and applied around the 46 

1980’s decade.  The purpose of the method is to image the sub-surface by having the correlation 47 

between the forward and backward wavefields that propagate according to the two-way acoustic 48 

wave equation and the boundary condition (Baysal et al., 1984, 1983; McMechan, 1983; Whitmore, 49 

1983). 50 

 RTM has been largely applied to reflection datasets of different sources and geometry 51 

acquisitions where the instruments have short distances between them (Chang and McMechan, 52 

1987; Liu et al., 2011). The application of the method to wide-angle seismic (WAS) data is 53 
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uncommon due to low folds in  Ocean Bottom Seismometers (OBS) deployment with wide spacing 54 

(Górszczyk et al., 2017; Kamei et al., 2012; Nakanishi et al., 2008; Shiraishi et al., 2022).  55 

 Imaging shallow subsurface structures is usually done in high-resolution reflection profiles 56 

with multichannel seismic streamer data (MCS) surveys. However, this kind of surveys frequently 57 

fail to image the deep crustal structures due to the limited length of the streamer. Also, these surveys 58 

are not always available due to restrictions of using streamer cables, limitations related to mammals 59 

or protected areas on the survey locations or even weather conditions. Being able to image the deep 60 

crustal layers through RTM method from WAS data can be a valuable addition to seismic data 61 

processing and imaging.  62 

 The velocity structures required to perform RTM can be estimated from several processes. 63 

In this study, we use RayINVR from Zelt and Smith (1992) which is an iterative procedure of two-64 

dimensional forward ray-tracing followed by a damped least-squares travel time inversion. 65 

 The two wide-angle seismic profiles presented in this study are part of two different seismic 66 

experiments, acquired in collaboration between the Department of Marine Geosciences (IFREMER: 67 

Institut Français de Recherche pour l’Exploitation de la MER, France), the Laboratory of “Oceanic 68 

Geosciences” (IUEM: Institut Universitaire et Européen de la Mer, France), the Instituto Dom Luiz 69 

– Faculdade de Ciências de Lisboa (IDL-FCUL, Portugal), the Universidade de Brasília (UnB, 70 

Brazil), and PETROBRAS (Brazil): (i) MAGIC – Margins of brAzil, Ghana and Ivory Coast, 71 

described in (Aslanian et al., 2015); (ii) SALSA – Sergipe Alagoas Seismic Acquisition, described 72 

in (Aslanian et al., 2016). 73 

During the MAGIC survey, five combined wide-angle, and reflection seismic profiles were acquired 74 

in the Pará-Maranhão-Barreirinhas-Ceará basins northern Brazil (figure 1). Their location is in the 75 

southward second 600-800-km-wide segment of the Equatorial Atlantic Ocean, between the São 76 

Paulo Fracture Zone to the north, and the Chain Fracture Zone to the south. The system  can be 77 

described as a pull-apart passive margin, with two strike slip borders.   78 

A pool of OBS belonging to IFREMER’s Marine Geosciences Department (Auffret et al., 2004) 79 

was used for the offshore wide-angle acquisition and 3 profiles were extended onshore by using 80 

portable seismic stations from the Brazilian Geophysics instrument pool (Observatório Nacional, 81 

Rio de Janeiro). The seismic source consisted of a 7589 in3 array of 18 airguns, towed 25 m below 82 

the sea level and fired every 60 s. Shots were also recorded by a 4.5 km long, 360-channel solid 83 

streamer towed at 12-15 m depth, 275 m behind the ship (Aslanian et al., 2021).  84 

Forward modeling of these wide-angle data sets (Aslanian et al, 2021; Moulin et al, 2021; Schnürle 85 

et al., this issue) reveals an E-W lateral evolution of the oceanic crust spreading initiation with: (1) 86 

an unthinned continental crust below the São Luís Craton, where the crust is 33 km thick, (2) a 60 87 

km wide necking domain below the Ilha de Santana Platform; (3) offshore, east of the continental 88 

slope, a 10 km-thick deep sedimentary basin resting on a 5 km thick crust interpret as exhumed 89 

lower continental origin on the top of an Anomalous Velocity Layer (AVL) probably made of 90 

intrusions of mantle-derived melts into the lower continental crust, or a mixture of them; (4) 91 

eastwards, the limit of the previous domain is marked by NW-SE aligned volcanoes and the 92 

disappearance of the AVL. The sedimentary succession becomes thinner (6 km) overlaying a proto-93 

oceanic crust characterized by seismic velocities higher than “normal” oceanic crust in its upper 94 

part, but in continuity with the velocity described in the previous domain; (5) followed by a more 95 

characteristic but thin oceanic crust. 96 

In a SE-NW alignment and within the location of the MC5 profile presented in this study as well as 97 

in Schnürle et al. (this issue), 6 main sectors can be distinguished: (1) Medio Coreaù and Ceará 98 

Central trust belt; (2) the Basin I composing the continental slope, the Parnaíba Platform and 99 

associated Piauí-Camocin and Ceará Basins; (3)  Basin II; (4) intermediate Basin III; (5) the 100 

volcanic line to the SW of the southern São Paulo double Fracture Zone; (6) deep sea Basin in the 101 

São Paulo double Fracture Zone. The main goal of the MAGIC survey was to establish the 102 

segmentation of the Pará-Maranhão basin and to determine the crustal nature of its domains 103 
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The second experiment, SALSA, is composed by 12 profiles – 9 perpendicular to the coast with 104 

NW-SE orientation and 3 parallel to the coast with SW-NE orientation – acquired in the 105 

Jequitinhonha, Camamú-Almada, Jacuípe, and Sergipe-Alagoas basins, northeast Brazil. This 106 

experiment aimed to constrain the crustal structure, the segmentation, and the geodynamical setting 107 

of the different segments and of the Camamu triple junction, where the aborted Reconcavo-Tucano-108 

Jatoba rift system connects with the Jequitinhonha-Camamu-Almada and Jacuípe-Sergipe-Alagoas 109 

rifts  (Loureiro et al., 2018; Pinheiro et al., 2018; Loureiro et al., this issue; Evian et al., this issue; 110 

Aslanian et al., this issue). In this experiment, 222 OBS instruments were deployed offshore and 111 

124 LSS (Land Seismic Stations from ON) to extend onshore 5 of the profiles – SL02, SL04, SL09 112 

and SL12.  113 

 The SL04 profile (figure 1) is located in the far Northeast portion of the experiment, within 114 

the Sergipe-Alagoas basin. The area within the profile is composed by 3 main domains (NW to SE): 115 

(1) Onshore, continental slope and offshore part of the Alagoas basin with a 30 km thick crust of 116 

continental origin, thinning seawards up to 15 km; (2)In the double Ascension Fracture Zone, the 117 

continental crust further thins to 10 km and is underlain by a lens-shaped Anomalous Velocity Layer 118 

(AVL) up to 5 km thick. A volcanic edifice that belongs to the Pernambuco seamounts fills the 119 

fracture zone; (3) deep sea basin composed by a 6-7 km thick oceanic crust (Aslanian et al., 2016; 120 

Neves et al., 2016; Pinheiro et al., 2018; Loureiro et al., 2018)  121 

In order to investigate the potential of RTM, we selected one NW-SE profile from each survey on 122 

both sides of the Pernambuco-Borborema area and in prolongation of each other (figure 1). Both of 123 

these profiles have coincident MCS streamer data and for SL04, there is an ION-GXT line 124 

previously acquired. Then, we are able to compare the results of the RTM migration with the PSDM 125 

migration done for that MCS streamer data. Thus we can validate the usefulness of the RTM 126 

method for refractions recorded with wide-spaced OBS to image deep crustal layers, such as, the 127 

Moho discontinuity. 128 

 129 

2. Data 130 

 131 

 The wide-angle seismic data used in this study consists of two different profiles from two 132 

wide-angle seismic acquisition projects on the North-West and South-East offshore, Brazil. One of 133 

the profiles – MC5 – is located in the Equatorial margin and the other – SL04 – is located in the 134 

North-West Brazilian margin (figure 1). 135 

 The offshore part of the MC5 profile is composed by 44 OBS stations and has a length of 136 

528 km. The chosen SALSA project profile is composed by 14 OBS stations and has a length of 137 

158 km. The spacing between each OBS station is 12.5 km and the airguns were fired each 60s or 138 

150m, approximately. MCS streamer data acquisition were simultaneously conducted. 139 

 The shooting on MC5 profile started at MC5OBS44 and ended to MC5OBS05. Due to 140 

shallow water on the shelf, it was not possible to continue the shooting up to the position of 141 

MC5OBS01. Also, all the OBS stations were retrieved, but MC5OBS43 did not register any data. 142 

For profile SL04, all the OBS stations were retrieved and the shooting was done from SL04OBS14 143 

to SL04OBS01. 144 

 All OBS stations were composed by three-component geophones and a hydrophone sensor. 145 

Moho refractions were clearly observed in most of the vertical component of the geophone records. 146 

 147 
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 148 
figure 1 - Location of the OBS stations for MC5 and SL04 profiles within Brazil.  a) MC5 – green – is located to the 149 
North-West and SL04 – red – to the South-East of Borborema massif (SPdFZ - São Paulo double Fracture Zone; FZ - 150 
Fracture Zone; AZ FZ - Ascension Fracture Zone; TBFZ - TransBrasiliano Fracture Zone; SPFZ - Senador Pompeu 151 
Fracture Zone; TB - Tucano Basin; full black line – basin edges); b) Zoom on the OBS and LSS location for MC5 152 
profile; (PM – Pará-Maranhão basin; PC – Piauí-Camocin basin) c) Zoom of the OBS and LSS location for SL04 153 

profile 154 
 155 

3. Method 156 

 157 

 The term that contemplates the time of propagation in the acoustic seismic equation, does 158 

not have a sense of positive or negative values. This means that the path taken by a particular ray 159 

can be traced back to the source by simply reverse the time to zero. 160 

 First we compute the forward propagating wavefield for each defined time step. Then, we 161 

restore the energy back to the respective sources by back-propagating the wavefield imposing the 162 

recorded signal as boundary condition for the same time steps. By correlating the forward and 163 
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backward propagating wavefield for each saved time step, we image the horizons at their true 164 

vertical and horizontal positions. 165 

   In the case of pre-stack experiments, the shot profile reverse-time migration consists of a 166 

non-reflective two-way wave equation modeled with a finite difference (FD) method of the scalar 167 

acoustic wave equation. The method implemented is described in steps (Baysal et al., 1984; Nolet, 168 

1986; Shiraishi et al., 2022). By adopting the source-receiver reciprocity on the relation between 169 

airgun shots and OBS's for each spacial coordinate in the model (x in equations (1), (2) and (3)), the 170 

down going wavefields – Fi(x,t), equation (1) – are extrapolated forward in time from OBS 171 

locations (XOBSi (i=1,2,…,M), equation (1)).The up going wavefields – Bi(t,x), equation(2) – are 172 

extrapolated backwards in time from airgun shot locations (Xshotj, equation (2)) (e.g. (Schnürle et 173 

al., 2006; Shiraishi et al., 2022)): 174 

1. We forward propagate a shot wavefield – Fi(t,x) -  in time (t: 0 → T) to out past all  horizons 175 

(backward sorted), based on the scalar wave equation with a migration velocity – C(x) – and 176 

a source function – s(t) –  from the ith OBS location – xOBSi (i=1,2,…,M). The d(x-xOBSi) is 177 

the Dirac delta function: 178 

 179 

{
1

𝐶2(𝑥)

𝜕2

𝜕𝑡2
− 𝛻2} 𝐹𝑖(𝑡, 𝑥) = 𝑠(𝑡)𝛿(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑂𝐵𝑆𝑖)  (1) 180 

 181 

2. Back propagate the recorded wave field – Bi(t,x) -  at the same time interval (t: T → 0) by 182 

treating the seismic traces of the ith OBS record – Di,j(t,xshotj) – as a boundary condition at 183 

the sea surface: 184 

 185 

{
1

𝐶2(𝑥)

𝜕2

𝜕𝑡2
− 𝛻2}𝐵𝑖(𝑡, 𝑥) = ∑ 𝐷𝑖,𝑗

𝑁
𝑗=1 (𝑡, 𝑥 )   (2) 186 

 187 

3. Imaging – I(x) – by adding through all time steps the two wave field’s product for each grid 188 

point. The imaging condition for the zero instance in the time domain can be represented by: 189 

 190 

𝐼(𝑥) = ∑ ∫ 𝐹𝑖
𝑇

0
𝑀
𝑖=1 (𝑡, 𝑥)𝐵𝑖(𝑡, 𝑥)𝑑𝑡    (3) 191 

 192 

4. Finally we obtain the subsurface image along the entire profile by stacking the individual 193 

image sections from all OBS records.(Baysal et al., 1984; Nolet, 1986; Shiraishi et al., 2022) 194 
 195 

4 . Data processing and Imaging 196 

 197 

 Figure 2 presents the raw geophone vertical component of three OBS from the MC5 profile, 198 

and highlights clear arrivals reflected from the Moho at each station.  199 

 200 
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 201 
figure 2 – Examples of OBS acquired data for MC5 profile and examples of clear arrivals of the Moho for each station. 202 

a) MC5OBS11; b) MC5OBS22; c) MC5OBS44 203 
 204 
The processing sequence consisted of 5 steps: 205 

 1) A wide butter-worth filter was applied in different intervals of lower frequencies – 0.5-4 206 

Hz and high frequencies – 32-48 Hz, followed by spiking predictive deconvolution. To prevent 207 

noise from the water and other layer multiples, they were removed by applying mute. Finally, a 208 

narrower butter-worth filter of 1-4-12-18 Hz was applied(figure 3a). 209 
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 2) To ensure sufficient resolution with limited dispersion and spacial aliasing, the optimal 210 

grid-spacing needs to be established. This grid-spacing was implemented in the 10th order 2D finite 211 

difference acoustic modeling. Given the acquisition footprint, the horizontal grid spacing chosen is 212 

that of the shot spacing, i.e. dx=15 m. The recorded OBS data is sampled at 4 ms, and provided 213 

ample sampling for a vertical grid spacing dz=25 m. A grid with of 100 km (+/- 50 km offset) was 214 

selected in order to reach a depth of 25 km of imaging. 215 

 3) The layered RayINVR velocity models was converted into regular grids, the grids are cut 216 

in order to fit the section where the individual RTM OBS stations are placed and a damped least 217 

squares smoothing was applied. Applying the smoothing to the velocity model is essential in order 218 

for the migration technique to work and avoid artifacts generated by sharp variations of velocity for 219 

neighboring points. 220 

 4) The RTM migration was performed for each OBS station (figure 3b). 221 

 5)All individual RTM images were stacked in order to get the image for the entire set of 222 

stations within the entire profile (figure 3b). In order to enhance the migrated reflectors and 223 

refractors and avoid the artifacts generated by the large spacing between the OBS stations, prior to 224 

stacking, a dip filter was applied to each OBS obtained results , between -1.75 and 1.75and a final 225 

image was obtained (figure 3c). 226 

 227 
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 228 
figure 3 – RTM imaging process for profile MC5. a) Processed data for MC5OBS22, channel 2; b) RTM image for 229 

MC5OBS10, MC5OBS22 and MC5OBS30 without dip filter applied overlaid with velocity model; c) Stacked result of 230 
the RTM section for MC5 profile with no dip filter applied; d) Stacked result of the RTM section for MC5 profile with 231 

dip filter applied. Vertical exaggeration 1:6 232 
 233 

5. Results 234 

 235 
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 The input data to perform the RTM for each OBS station contains reflected and refracted 236 

waves as we can observe from figure 2 (highlighted by the blue arrows).  237 

 The RTM result for station MC5OBS22 with the overlaid ray tracing - figure 4 - shows that 238 

we retrieve reflectors/refractors to offset distances of 60 km to each side of the OBS position. Also, 239 

the contribution of the refracted wave content is quite significant. For example, the Moho 240 

discontinuity is almost only illuminated by refracted waves – dark blue rays in figure 4. 241 

  242 

 243 
figure 4 – RTM results for MC5OBS22 overlaid with the ray tracing in our RayINVR velocity model 244 

 245 
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 246 
figure 5 – RTM results for profile SL04. a) RTM result overlaid over the velocity model; b) RTM result overlaid with 247 

layer interfaces – red dashed lines - of the velocity model. Vertical exaggeration 1:6 248 
 249 

As shown in the stacked RTM results for both profiles – MC5 and SL04 in figures 3 and 5, 250 

respectively – several refractors are retrieved. The strongest and clearer are the ones that correspond 251 

to the basement of each basin and the Moho discontinuity. The retrieved refractors have a good 252 

match with the layer interfaces given by the velocity model. 253 

 For MC5 profile (figure 3), the basement of the basin refractor can be identified, between 10 254 

and 12 km depth, for almost the entire length of the profile. It is less clear between 210 to 260 km 255 
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distance (MC5OBS24 to MC5OBS28). The Moho discontinuity refractors can be identified 256 

between 14 to 17 km depth. In spite of their strength, they are not as continuous along the profile. 257 

The AVL refractors can also be identified at 14 km depth between 250 to 300 km distance and 400 258 

to 475 km distance. At 5-6 km depth, within the basin – between 275 to 450 km distance - the 259 

higher velocity volcanic layer refractors are present. The refractors under the volcanic structures 260 

between 25 and 140 km are strong but the connection with the interfaces given by the velocity 261 

model is hard to do. 262 

 For SL04 profile (figure 5a), the base of the basin refractor at 5 km depth, is continuous and 263 

strong for the entire profile. Also, between 6 and 8 km depth, the refractor that corresponds to the 264 

base of the middle crust is also strong and continuous between 40 and 175 km distance. The Moho 265 

discontinuity refractor is at 14 km depth, visible between 130 and 175 km distance. From figure 5b, 266 

where the contours of the velocity model layer are presented (red dashed lines), the mentioned 267 

refractors match the velocity layers described. The refractors under the volcanic structure present in 268 

this profile are also strong. It is not possible to distinguish refractors that correspond to the layers 269 

that are within the basin and present in the velocity model. 270 

 271 

6. Discussion 272 

  273 

 From the results presented in figure 4, the contribution of the refracted wavefield is essential 274 

for the imaging of several refractors, in particular the deeper ones. The basement, the AVL and the 275 

Moho discontinuity are imaged almost fully by refracted waves. Imaging the horizontal extent of 276 

the interfaces is also mostly supported by the refracted content. This large contribution becomes 277 

very important for the success of the RTM method and, although unexpected, highlights their 278 

importance for the quality of the seismic imaging. Since the refracted waves contribution are a large 279 

part of the energy of the wavefield traveling within the earth we can name the obtained interfaces as 280 

refractors. 281 

 From the stacked RTM results for each profile (figures 3d and 5 – MC5 and SL04, 282 

respectively), we obtained several refractors for different depths that match the layers given by the 283 

velocity models. The Moho discontinuity refractors – 18 km depth for MC5 profile – are the deeper 284 

ones that the method is able to retrieve, for the studied profiles. Not all the obtained refractors have 285 

a continuous behavior for the entire distance of the profiles but it is possible to interpolate between 286 

them.   287 

For SL04 (figure 5), the basement, the upper crust, middle crust and the Moho discontinuity 288 

refractors are continuous and strong for the most offshore part. However, from 115 km model 289 

distance (SL04OBS05) and moving landwards, the refractors the correspond to the Moho 290 

discontinuity lose  amplitude and eventually disappear. The Moho discontinuity seems to deepen 291 

abruptly with possible occurrence of an approximately 5 km thick additional AVL. The presence of 292 

refractor at the end of the profile – 25 km to 40 km model distance (SL04OBS12 to SL04OBS13) – 293 

just above AVL/Moho discontinuity depth, reinforce the structure present in the velocity model for a 294 

layered crust and the depth of the Moho discontinuity.  295 

 In MC5 (figure 3d), between 250 to 500 km distance, the presence of an AVL (Schnürle et 296 

al., this issue), that introduces a slower vertical velocity gradient when compared with the 297 

remaining offshore profile, seem to affect the resulting refractors that match the Moho discontinuity 298 

(Aslanian et al., 2021). 299 

 Both profiles have the presence of volcanic structures and they have an influence on the 300 

obtained results. In SL04 (figure 5a) the refractors under the volcano structure seem to be affected 301 

just until the upper crust depth (5 to 6 km depth, at 75 km distance). While the refractors within the 302 

volcanic structure seem to give continuity to the top of the upper crust, the refractors of the 303 

basement and other at shallower depths seem to be interrupted in the lateral of the volcano structure. 304 

For MC5 (figure 3d) the volcano structure is bigger and wider. All the obtained refractors located 305 
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between 25 to 125 km seem to be affected by the structure and is hard to follow the refractors that 306 

correspond to the different layers. The volcanic structure seem to extend in depth up until the Moho 307 

discontinuity, at 14 km depth. Also, the strong oblique refractors present between 100 to 200 km 308 

distance and 8 to 14 km depth, suggest that the deeper layers may have played an important role 309 

upon the formation of those volcanic structures. 310 

 There is a significant difference in the strength and continuity of the obtained refractors 311 

between the two studied profiles. They have quite similar acquisition and processing parameters. 312 

The main difference between the profiles is their length and the velocity model used. The amplitude 313 

absorption and phase distortion linked with the specific composition of each layer, are the two main 314 

factors that affect the structure imaging and interface interpretation and, consequently, the RTM 315 

result (Wang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2014). Comparing both profiles, the number 316 

and composition of the sedimentary layers, present on each basin, and an additional lithospheric 317 

crust layer on SL04 profile, are the main differences. For example, on the sedimentary basin of 318 

MC5, the presence of a thin volcanic ashes layer (Aslanian et al., 2021; Schnürle et al., this issue) – 319 

faster, denser, and very clear on the migration result – may act as an attenuation zone, dissipating 320 

seismic energy.  321 

 The pertinence of WAS RTM and its efficiency when compared to pre-stack depth migration 322 

(PSDM) of multi-channel seismic reflection data needs to be investigated. On figure 6, we present 323 

the comparison for SL04 between the PSDM GTX-2400 (an industrial survey conducted by ION 324 

with a ~12 km long streamer at the same location), the MCS streamer PSDM, and the RTM results 325 

for the same profile. On top of each result, we overlaid the interpreted line-drawing of GTX-2400. 326 
 327 
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 328 
figure 6 – Comparison between PSDM and RTM migration method.  a) PSDM results of the MCS streamer data for 329 
profile SL04 with overlaid ION-GXT 2400 interpreted line-drawing – red lines, which location overlaps the SL04 330 

profile from SL04OBS14 to SL04OBS03; b) RTM results of the WAS data for profile SL04 with overlaid ION-GXT 331 
2400 interpreted line-drawing – red lines. Vertical exaggeration 1:6 332 

 333 
 When we compare the PSDM results of MCS streamer data and the RTM results of the WAS 334 

data with the interpretation of the ION-GTX-2400 line, we can easily see that for shallow depths – 335 

up until the basement – we obtain quite similar results. However, for deeper layers, the PSDM 336 

results are insufficient to obtain crustal layers and the Moho discontinuity: refractors or reflectors 337 

are absent or mostly imperceptible for depths greater then 8-10 km. On the other hand, in the RTM 338 

results, we can identify refractors related with the crustal layers and the Moho discontinuity 339 

matching the discontinuous interpretation of the ION-GTX-2400 line. Furthermore, the obtained 340 

results reinforce the utility of the RTM method when applied to WAS data not only by showing that 341 

the results are trustworthy, but also that we can easily obtain an image of the subsurface with only 342 

WAS data, as previously done by (Shiraishi et al., 2022) . 343 
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 The used velocity model to perform the RTM is one of the essential elements of the method. 344 

Therefore, an evaluation on how changes in the velocity model grid affect the obtained RTM results 345 

was performed for both profiles – figures 7 and 8. We preformed the RTM for overall slower 346 

velocity models - -4% (dark blue line in figure 7a to 7e) and -2% (cyan line in figure 7a to 7e) of the 347 

original (red line in figure 7a to 7e) – and faster velocity models - +2% (yellow line in figure 7a to 348 

7e) and +4% (orange line in figure 7a to 7e). In figures 7a to 7e, we present the vertical velocity 349 

variation for five different model distances along MC5 profile. In figures 7f to 7j, the stacked RTM 350 

results are presented, for the each velocity model at  five different model distances of MC5 profile. 351 

In figure 8 we present the RTM results for SL04, for each velocity model at two different model 352 

distances. 353 

 354 
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 356 
 figure 7 -  Effect of the variation of the velocity grids – -4%, -2%, +2% and +4% of the original – on the RTM 357 
results of MC5 profile. . Vertical variation of the velocity for different model distance: a) 50 km; b) 150 km; c) 250 km; 358 
d) 350 km; e) 450 km;  RTM results overlaid by each velocity model for different model distance: f) 50 km ; g) 150 km 359 

; h) 250 km ; i) 350 km ; j) 450 km. Vertical exaggeration 1:6 360 
 361 

 362 
figure 8 -   Effect of the variation of the velocity grids – -4%, -2%, +2% and +4% of the original – on the RTM results 363 

for SL04 profile. RTM results overlaid by each velocity model for different model distance: a) 50 km ; b) 150 km 364 
Vertical exaggeration 1:6 365 

 366 
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 We can see that the velocity changing is uniform throughout the MC5 profile (figure 7a to 367 

7e) and does not create any vertical variation that was not present on the original model (red line on 368 

figure 7a to 7e). Also, the quality of the RTM results is quite similar trough out the profile, being 369 

coherent with the previous point. On the other hand, the major feature that we observe is the 370 

different strengths of the refractors depending on the velocity model used. In the case of the MC5 371 

profile (figure 7f to 7j), we observe that the basement and Moho refractors are quite good for the 372 

original velocity model but seem stronger for a velocity model that has 98% of the velocities of the 373 

original one. For the other velocity models – 96%, 102% and 104% - the same refractors are quite 374 

weak or even absent. 375 

 We performed the same analysis for SL04 (figure 8). The obtained results are similar to the 376 

ones obtained with MC5. However, for this profile, the refractors corresponding to the basement 377 

and Moho discontinuity are slightly stronger for the original velocity model but also quite good for 378 

the 96% and 98%. 379 

 There are a few reasons that can explain the different RTM results depending on the velocity 380 

model: (i) in spite of the ratio of velocity scaling is a few percent, the cumulative velocity difference 381 

from the seafloor to the target depth may have a strong effect on the focusing of the refractions 382 

(Shiraishi et al., 2022); (ii) the sensitivity to velocity structures could be high because of low folds 383 

of wide-angle data obtained with a spacing between OBS stations (Shiraishi et al., 2022); (iii) the 384 

uncertainty associated with the velocities of each layer, in particular the deeper ones; (iv) the 385 

geometry of the layers may contribute to the obtained results since, for example, for model distance 386 

of 250 km and 96% of the velocity model – MC5, figure 7h – and model distance 50 km and 96% 387 

of the velocity model – SL04, figure 7a – we obtain stronger refractors for the basement and Moho, 388 

respectively. For both cases, the layers have a stronger dip for those distances.  389 

 390 

7. Conclusion 391 

 392 

 The main purpose of this study was to be able to image the deeper crustal layers by applying 393 

the RTM method to WAS data. This goal was clearly fulfilled since we were able to image the 394 

lithospheric crustal layers and the Moho discontinuity with success and also obtain the refractors 395 

that correspond to sedimentary layers at shallower depths. The refractors obtained match the layer 396 

based travel-time inversion models of the two studied areas (MC5: Schnürle et al., this issue; SL04: 397 

Aslanian et al., 2016).  398 

 The contribution of the energy traveling as refraction within the earth is relevant and is key 399 

on the obtained seismic depth images. The refracted waves are the main content that allow to image 400 

the base of the basin, the crustal layers and the Moho discontinuity in both profiles (figures 3d, 4 401 

and 5). Without this refracted content within the wavefield, the characterization of the deeper layers 402 

geometry would not be as efficient or even impossible with the RTM method. This result is 403 

unexpected but very important.  404 

 The difference in amplitude and continuity of the refractors between the two profiles is quite 405 

clear (figures 3d and 4a). The number and composition of each layer present in the velocity models 406 

should explain the difference. Differences in amplitude absorption due to those characteristics and 407 

the depth of the target interfaces may explain the observed differences (Wang et al., 2018; Zhang et 408 

al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2014). However, further studies should be done to better understand it.  409 

 By comparing the PSDM results with the RTM (figure 6), we were able to confirm that we 410 

can better image the deeper crustal layers by using this method applied to the wide-angle data and 411 

also obtain the refractors that correspond to the shallower layers. We showed that the method is 412 

trustworthy and  quite useful when the MCS streamer data are not available at the target depths, or 413 

can not be at all  acquired. 414 

 By making variations of the overall velocity model between -4% and 4% (MC5 – figure 7; 415 

SL04 – figure 8), we have showed that the method is quite sensitive to velocity changes that could 416 
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be related with the overall increase/decrease of velocity but may also be explained by the geometry 417 

of the target interfaces and, finally, with the uncertainties in the velocity of the deeper layers. 418 

 The general results have significance and are an important contribution for the seismic 419 

interpretation of the studied areas. The method allows to retrieve the main structures of the 420 

subsurface and reach depths that other migration methods are not capable. The method can be 421 

applied as a complement to other methods (PSDM or P-wave velocity modeling) and confirm or not 422 

the obtained results or it can be applied as a tool to retrieve the characteristics of deeper layers when 423 

only WAS data are available. 424 

 The MC5 profile RTM results (figure 3d), support the NW-SE segmentation in different 425 

basins, with different characteristics. In depth, the presence of a anomalous velocity layer just above 426 

the Moho discontinuity and the geometry of the basement and Moho discontinuity are also imaged 427 

by the RTM (Aslanian et al, 2021; Moulin et al, 2021; Schnürle et al., this issue). In SL04 (figure 428 

4a), the imaging of the basement and the Moho discontinuity are also imaged and the geometry of 429 

the correspondent refractors enforce previous interpretations of having a continental crust with a 430 

rapid thinning seawards, the AVL under the thinned continental crust and a deep sea basin offshore 431 

with a thickness of approximately 6-7 km (Aslanian et al., 2016; Neves et al., 2016; Pinheiro et al., 432 

2018; Loureiro et al., 2018).   433 

 These results were obtained from a data set where the OBS spacing, for the two profiles, is 434 

12.5 km. Also, the velocity models used are quite complex in terms of geometry and velocity 435 

change. These characteristics contribute to potential amplitude absorption, phase distortion. The 436 

velocity uncertainties need to be taken into account. This gives to the RTM imaging method a great 437 

potential on diverse applications on wide-angle seismic data to study and explore at a crustal scale.  438 
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Highlights 

 

• Reverse time migration method with offshore Wide-Angle seismic. 

• Imaging of deep structures as Moho discontinuity and basement of the basin. with reverse 

time migration method. 

• Essential contribution of the refracted wave-field that allow to image the deep structures. 

• Effectiveness of the reverse time migration method for wide angle data. 

• Essential contribution in the absence of high resolution seismic data, since it is possible to 

image the deep structures without loosing the imaging of the shallow ones. 
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